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BACKGROUND Military neurosurgeons have long known that tangential cranial gunshot wounds can be associated with intracranial complications out
of proportion to the external appearance of the injury. This phenomenon seems not to have been described in infancy.

OBSERVATIONS An infant suffered a massive, acute subdural hemorrhage from a contralateral tangential gunshot wound that did not facture the skull.

LESSONS Similar to adults, infants are subject to catastrophic intracranial injury from gunshots that do not penetrate the skull. The nature of the injury
in this case reflected distinctive aspects of the tissue characteristics and proportions of the infant head.
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Trauma is the leading cause of childhood mortality after the first
year of life, and firearm injuries are now the second most frequent
cause of childhood trauma mortality.1 Estimations of trends in the inci-
dence of pediatric firearm injuries vary based on data sources, epochs
of study, and intentionality, but firearm injuries remain a clinical chal-
lenge for pediatric trauma care.2–5 Unintentional injuries predominate in
early childhood, as expected, but although the incidence may be falling
among younger White children, unintentional firearm injuries appear to
be increasing in frequency among younger Black children.4,6,7 Case
series of cranial gunshot injuries in childhood are few, and few distinc-
tive wounding patterns or clinical management considerations have
been defined by these publications.8–12 We report here a case, unique
in the literature so far as we can tell, that illustrates the response of
the infant head to a tangential gunshot wound, and we place it in the
context of the history of wartime neurosurgery.

Illustrative Case
Emergency medical services (EMS) were called to the scene of a

shooting. A 9-month-old male child had suffered a gunshot wound to
the head. In the emergency department there was no eye opening or
vocalization and the left pupil was dilated. There was a sagittally ori-
ented 8 cm laceration just to the right of the midline with a bridge of
intact scalp at the midpoint, associated with grooving of the underlying

calvaria but no penetration (Fig. 1). After immediate intubation, an expe-
dited computed tomography (CT) scan revealed a large, hyperacute,
left convexity subdural hematoma with midline shift (Fig. 2A and B).
There was no skull fracture (Fig. 2C). With transfusion in progress, the
patient reached the operating room 1.5 hours after EMS had arrived at
the scene, where he underwent a left frontoparietotemporal decom-
pressive craniectomy with evacuation of most of the subdural, care
being taken not to disturb the clot near the sagittal sinus. The dura
was left open, and the cranial flap was frozen for later reimplantation.
His pupils were equal immediately after surgery and the patient was
extubated within 24 hours. He made a rapid recovery, transitioning to
inpatient rehabilitation for a total hospitalization of 2 weeks before dis-
charge to outpatient therapy. His cranial flap was replaced 6 weeks
after the injury without incident. The patient returned to his neurological
baseline within a month of the injury and remains well.

Discussion
Historical Background

From the time of the First World War onward, military neurosur-
geons have viewed tangential gunshot wounds of the head with
suspicion. They have recognized that the focal, concussive force of
a tangential projectile could cause intracranial mischief in the
absence of calvarial penetration or even fracture. In the exhaustive
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report of his experiences with the British Expeditionary Force, Har-
vey Cushing defined nine grades of head wounds, in the first four
of which a projectile lacerated the scalp but failed to gain entrance
to the cranial cavity.13 He devoted 46 pages to the description of
such injuries. Trephination of the skull in the absence of a fracture
was not his practice at the time, but in retrospect he remarked that
half of such cases in his series might have benefitted even from

intradural exploration, as they exhibited focal neurological symp-
toms and signs likely reflecting contusion or hemorrhage. He
believed that evacuation of clot and “disorganized” brain tissue
expedited recovery, but for contaminated wounds hours or days old,
the risk of infection incurred by opening the dura placed a heavy
burden on the judgment of the surgeon. Whether to open the dura
was a question addressed by other contemporary authors as
well.14,15 Geoffrey Jefferson’s work in France confirmed Cushing’s
descriptions of focal neurological findings corresponding to tangen-
tial scalp wounds with intact skull, although he was even more
reluctant to explore them by trephination.16 The prevalence of focal
symptoms and signs corresponding to the site of nonpenetrating
missile injuries was a concern for military neurosurgeons in the
Second World War,17,18 the Korean conflict,19,20 and the Vietnam
War21 as well. Management of tangential injuries evolved little over
these decades with the possible exception of increasing determination,
fortified by shorter time intervals to definitive care and by the introduc-
tion of antibiotics, to explore below intact dura. CT entered clinical prac-
tice too late for impact in the last major American conflict, and for all
subsequent military engagements it has destroyed the mystique of tan-
gential projectile wounds. Nevertheless, in his magisterial 1984 treatise
Penetrating Craniocerebral Trauma, Meirowsky22 prescribed opening of
the dura, evacuation of subdural hemorrhage, debridement of devital-
ized brain, search for subcortical hematoma, and water-tight closure.
Contemporary writers continue to stress the importance of brain imag-
ing for victims of apparently trivial tangential wounds.23–25

Clinical Background
Massive subdural hemorrhage in infancy is most commonly due

to abusive head trauma. Subdural hemorrhage can derive from lac-
eration or contusion of the brain itself, but in infancy it is attributed
in most cases to rupture of bridging veins draining into the dural
venous sinuses.26 The older term for abusive head trauma, shaken
baby syndrome, has fallen out of use because of its excessive spe-
cificity, but it created a vivid picture of the brain lagging behind an
abruptly accelerated skull with stretching of the veins that connect the
two structures beyond their tolerances. Whether adults shaking infants
can actually create sufficient acceleration to cause the effects attributed
to it has been a topic of conversation in the pediatric literature.27–29

Clinical and postmortem observations have established that impacts
are more common than suggested by the external appearance of the
head or by radiography and, conversely, that serious injuries can be
unaccompanied by clinical, radiological, surgical, or postmortem evi-
dence of impact.28,30–33

Observations
Structural differences between infant and adult skulls may have

ramifications for the effects of tangential injuries. For example, the
absence of a diploe eliminates the possibility of what Cushing
called grade III injuries, characterized by cracking of the outer table
but fragmentation of the inner table with laceration of the dura and
the brain. A tangential gunshot causes an extremely sharp acceler-
ation of the head as well as focal deposition of energy at the site of
the impact. Tangential bullet grazing of the skull has been studied
by high-speed photography,34 but actual measurements of induced
energy transfers do not seem to have been reported. The relatively
thin infant skull may sustain greater degrees of deformation without
fracture and may thus favor focal contusion over global acceleration.
However, this effect may be counterbalanced by the relative

FIG. 1. There was a sagittally oriented 8 cm laceration just to the right
of the midline with a bridge of intact scalp at the midpoint, associated
with grooving of the underlying calvaria but no penetration.

FIG. 2. Axial (A) and coronal (B) CT images show a large, mixed-
density, acute subdural hematoma over the left convexity with midline
shift and effacement of the ventricular system and the basilar cisterns.
A prone, vertex view from a three-dimensional reconstruction (C)
confirms the absence of a fracture at the site of the wounding.
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craniocerebral disproportion present in many infant heads that render
them more susceptible to out-of-phase accelerations and shearing
forces. Acceleration of the head is implicated in the current case, as
the hemorrhage was contralateral to the wounding. In the absence of
developmentally stratified laboratory studies, only clinical observations
can be brought to bear on these speculations, and published clinical
observations are sparse. The absence of a fracture in the present
case and the presence of massive subdural hemorrhage typical of
abrupt acceleration of skulls that are bigger than the enclosed brains
may define a pattern of injury to be anticipated in the setting of tangen-
tial wounding.

Lessons
Similar to adults, infants are subject to catastrophic intracranial

injury from gunshots that do not penetrate the skull. The nature of
the injury in this case reflected distinctive aspects of the tissue
characteristics and proportions of the infant head.
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